
KS4 Curriculum Map – Religious studies Year 11 
 

 Topic Key concepts What knowledge will they acquire? 

Understanding = Understanding humanity (including subject content, subject specific skills, cultural capital)  
Practising = Practising humanity (including personal skills, British Values, mental health, moral education, spiritual education)  

Contributing = Contributing to humanity (including forming views on current issues, transferable skills, aspiration, careers and employability, social education) 
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Christian practices 
 
(and begin Buddhist practices – 
see below) 

Understanding = how Christians express their 
beliefs in daily life and at special occasions 
Practising = how beliefs can inspire personal 
lifestyle and moral behaviour 
Contributing = how beliefs can inspire social 
action  

Understanding = contrasting methods of private and public worship; 
the importance and practice of prayer including set prayers; the seven 
sacraments; infant and believers baptism; contrasting ways of 
celebrating the Eucharist; contrasting ways of celebrating Christmas, 
Holy Week and Easter; the importance of pilgrimage and examples of 
pilgrimage sites; how Christians support the local community through 
Street Pastors and food banks; how Christians fight world poverty, aid 
reconciliation and supported the persecuted church; how and why 
Christians are involved in church growth, mission and evangelism; 
why these beliefs about important to Christians  
Practising = duties and responsibilities towards others; expressing 
personal beliefs 
Contributing = social action inspired by beliefs; evaluation of actions 
motivated by beliefs 
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Assessment 1 
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Buddhist practices 
 
(and begin 
consolidation/revision) 

Understanding = how Buddhists express their 
beliefs in daily life and on special occasions 
Practising = how beliefs about life and death are 
expressed personally and ethically 
Contributing = how beliefs can inspire and 
influence behaviour individually and in 
communities 

Understanding = places of worship; contrasting ways of worshipping 
including mantras, bowing and malas; the importance of worship; 
samatha, vipassana, zazen and visualisation meditation; why 
meditation is important; the value of retreats; why and how Buddhists 
celebrate Wesak; why and how Buddhists commemorate Parinirvana 
Day; the concepts of kamma, metta and karuna and how they can be 
practised; the 5 moral precepts; the 6 perfections; Theravada, Tibetan 
and Japanese death rituals; why these practices are important to 
Buddhists; how these practices are related to Buddhist beliefs 
Practising = the importance of commemorating death and reflecting 
on life; how to live a wise and moral life to help self and others 
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Assessment 2 
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Consolidation and revision of 
GCSE topics, preparation for final 
exams 

  

Final exams 

 


